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Letter of Transmittal 
 
 
 
 
 
31 October 2016 
 
 
 
 
Hon Peter Malinauskas MLC 
Minister for Emergency Services 
Parliament House 
North Terrace 
ADELAIDE   SA   5000 
 
 
Dear Minister 
 
It is my pleasure on behalf of the South Australian Fire and Emergency Services Commission 
(SAFECOM) to submit for your information and presentation to Parliament the 2015-16 SAFECOM 
Annual Report. 
 
Pursuant to section 22 of the Fire and Emergency Services Act 2005 this report is required to be 
provided to you on or before 31 October 2016, and includes the audited statement of accounts. 
 
The report summarises the activities and achievements of SAFECOM and the emergency services 
sector for the period 1 July 2015 to 30 June 2016. 
 
 
Yours sincerely 
 

 
 
Malcolm Jackman 
Chief Executive Officer 
SAFECOM 
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From the Chief Executive 
 

 
The South Australian Emergency Services Sector (ESS) plays an essential role in 
the safety of all South Australians.  Funded wholly by the people of South 
Australia, the ESS has a responsibility to delivery benefits and cost efficiency to 
those it serves and returns an increasing value on their trusted investment. 
 
In line with the State Government’s revised 2016 Public Value Framework, the 
ESS is embracing the opportunity to introduce public value thinking into the 
everyday delivery of its services.  Developed by Harvard Professor Mark Moore, 
public value thinking supports innovation and engagement and is focused on 
measureable outcomes. 

 
The ESS is comprised of the Country Fire Service (CFS), Metropolitan Fire Service (MFS), State 
Emergency Service (SES) and SAFECOM. 
 
The ESS is funded solely and entirely by the Emergency Services Levy (ESL).  Whilst every household 
makes a contribution to the ESL, thankfully very few are beneficiaries of the services provided.  Many 
households will never call upon the ESS and those that do will be blind to the badge on the truck or 
the colour of the uniform of those who come to help. 
 
Whilst the ESS is highly respected and has an outstanding record in meeting community needs, the 
dilemma is in recognising the public value in providing an “emergency response capability” that all 
will pay for but few will need. 
 
The primary role of the ESS is to prevent the loss of life, property, environment and infrastructure 
through reducing the impact of fires and other emergencies on our community.  Not only is this 
achieved through an ongoing investment in emergency response equipment and trained personnel, 
but as importantly the ESS is committed to providing emergency warning systems and awareness 
materials that enable all South Australians to be as prepared and resilient to the dangers of fire and 
other emergencies as possible. 
 
The impact of fire and other emergencies like flooding, storm damage and extreme heat are often 
only measured or remembered by the amount of life or property lost and seldom the associated 
ongoing economic, social and emotional costs to individuals, families and even whole communities.  
Regional communities in particular can suffer disproportionate losses from the impact of fire and 
other emergencies due to their greater economic and social interdependency with a small 
community. 
 
Under the leadership of the SAFECOM Chief Executive (SAFECOM CE) and the Chief Officers of the 
CFS, MFS and SES, it has been recognised that the ESS must focus and prioritise its efforts on building 
and promoting the public value that the sector delivers to the community. 
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The previous thinking around sector reform has been refreshed to embrace a continuous change 
agenda, one focused on building and strengthening emergency services delivery and the value of 
that to every South Australian.  A review has identified seven key strategies that have been 
commenced to improve the public value provided by the ESS.  These strategies are: 
 
1. Introduce a public “value-based” approach for the ESS that demonstrates the sector’s ability to 

promote how all areas of the ESS ultimately contribute to greater community safety; 
 

2. Improve the links between community risks and service delivery to ensure responsiveness to 
community priorities and needs; to foster innovation and; to improve accountability; 

 
3. Improve the governance of the ESS by adopting a common planning and reporting approach to 

improve our ability to measure and evaluate the services we provide to the community and the 
value these represent; 

 
4. Improve the ESSs decision processes, management and committee structures to enhance public 

value decision making; 
 

5. Prioritise frontline services to the community through greater integration of emergency response 
by the Emergency Service Organisations (ESOs); 

 
6. Improve the sustainability, value and effectiveness of the ESOs frontline support services; and 

 
7. Improve the sustainability, value and effectiveness of SAFECOM’s functional support by 

reviewing current levels of service provision and where necessary, develop the case for 
additional funding on the basis of increasing public value. 

 
The ESS comprises “good people, doing good things, for good reasons”; both volunteers and paid 
staff alike.  It is important that we actively enhance the notion of public value not only for the CFS, 
MFS and SES and the sector as a whole, but also in respect to the ESL that provides our funding. 
 
I look forward to continuing the strong relationship between the State Government and the 
emergency services. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Malcolm Jackman 
Chief Executive 
SAFECOM 
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The Emergency Services Sector 
 
The South Australian fire and emergency services sector comprises: 
 
South Australian Fire and Emergency Services Commission  
 
SAFECOM was established in 2005 to: 

 
• Develop and maintain a strategic and policy framework across the ESS; 

• Develop and implement a framework of sound corporate governance across the ESS; 

• Ensure that appropriate strategic, administrative and support services are provided to the three 
emergency services organisations (CFS, MFS and SES); 

• Ensure that appropriate strategic and business plans are developed, maintained and 
implemented across the ESS; 

• Provide for the effective allocation of resources within the ESS; and 

• Support the emergency services agencies. 
 
SAFECOM works with the agencies to: 

 
• Ensure governance and accountability for the sector through common, strategically aligned 

goals; 

• Provide consolidated and integrated support services; 

• Maintain a balanced focus on prevention, preparedness, response and recovery services; 

• Pursue opportunities for efficiencies and reforms and reinvest savings from within the sector; 
and 

• Enhance participation and support of volunteers within local communities. 
 
SAFECOM is governed by the SAFECOM Board which comprises the SAFECOM CE (Presiding 
Member), the Chief Officers of the three emergency service agencies, a representative of the United 
Firefighters Union (UFU), representatives from the SES Volunteer Association (SESVA) and  
CFS Volunteer Association (CFSVA) and two independent members appointed by the Minister for 
Emergency Services. 

 
SAFECOM is responsible for: 
 
• Providing key emergency management leadership, particularly in the area of mitigation; 

• Representing the State Government at national emergency management forums; 

• Managing the expenditure of the Community Emergency Services Fund; and 

• Key capabilities such as Alert SA and the State Emergency Information Call Centre Capability 
(SEICCC). 
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SA Country Fire Service 
 
The CFS is a dedicated, volunteer-based fire and emergency service dedicated to protecting life, 
property and environmental assets in outer metropolitan, regional and rural communities of South 
Australia. 
 
With over 13,000 volunteers and 130 staff, CFS provides a range of fire and emergency services to 
more than 434 communities across South Australia. 
 
CFS volunteers attend around 15,000 incidents annually.  These incidents include bushfires, road 
crash rescue, hazardous material spills and structure and motor vehicle fires.  The CFS also provides 
support to the MFS and SES and performs an important role with local government in fuel removal 
and bushfire prevention, and in community bushfire and fire safety education. 
 
SA Metropolitan Fire Service  
 
The MFS is a modern, urban fire and rescue emergency service established in 1862 to protect life, 
property and the environment from the effects of fire and other dangers.  MFS firefighters do not 
just attend fires but are also called to road crash rescues, gas leaks, chemical spills, structural 
collapses, animal rescues and other emergencies. 
 
The MFS attends more than 20,000 emergency incidents annually and also supports other 
emergency service agencies including CFS, SES and SA Police (SAPOL) in emergency response and 
recovery activities. 
 
The MFS employs more than 1,000 personnel situated in 36 fire stations, with 20 metropolitan 
stations strategically located through the greater Adelaide area and 16 fire stations protecting major 
regional centres across the state. 
 
SA State Emergency Service 
 
As a community-based volunteer emergency service, SES was established to provide an emergency 
response service across the state.  SES volunteer units are particularly active in responding to floods, 
storms, road accidents, searches and rescues. 
 
The SES is comprised of approximately 1,600 volunteers spread across 68 units in the state and 
responds to around 7,000 tasks and requests for assistance each year.  These tasks primarily involve 
responding to floods, storms, road accidents and emergencies requiring both general rescue and 
technical rescue services (vertical, confined space, swift water and road crash rescue).   
 
SES provides education programs to improve community resilience to flooding, storms and extreme 
heat and also supports Volunteer Marine Rescue (VMR) associations in marine search and rescue 
efforts. 
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Our Strategic Direction 
 
With the extensive collaboration of all sector agencies, the South Australian Fire and Emergency 
Services Strategic Plan 2015-2025 was developed during 2015-16.  The plan identifies the strategies 
the sector is pursuing to achieve under its shared vision. 
 
Vision 
 
“A trusted fire and emergency services sector building safer and more resilient communities” 
 
Mission 
 
“Delivering first class, cost effective emergency management services for South Australia to minimise 
loss of life and property damage” 
 
Values 
 
We achieve outcomes through our people 
We do what we do because we believe in our communities 
Our achievements are the result of working together 
We will be judged by what we do rather than what we say 
 
Our values in action … Good People Doing Good Things for Good Reasons 
 
OUR PEOPLE 
• Dedicated staff and volunteers servicing our communities 
• Respected and respectful 
• Courageous, caring and careful 
• Proud of what we do 
 
OUR COMMUNITY VALUE 
• Response to our communities needs 
• Contributing to safer and more resilient communities 
• Skilled, committed and accountable for our actions 
• Efficient, effective, agile and innovative 
 
OUR WAY OF WORKING 
• Putting our communities first 
• Treating people with respect and understanding 
• Strong leaders with well trained staff and volunteers 
 
OUR BEHAVIOURS 
• Trustworthy and ethical 
• Fair and honest 
• Courage to do the right thing 
• Supportive and compassionate 
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Our Operating Principles 
 
Supporting our values are the sector’s operating principles which guide the application of emergency 
management systems and shape the delivery of efficient and effective response services to the 
communities of South Australia: 
 
• Flexibility – The sector adopts an all hazards approach to building its capabilities.  Our incident 

management and response systems must be able to support the community across the full 
spectrum of emergency incidents.  Our people take a risk based approach to the application of 
our procedures and remain focussed on achieving the mission during all operational decision 
making. 

 
• Management by Objectives – We deal with emergencies by focussing on the desired outcomes 

and communicating clear and unambiguous objectives to ensure that all incident personnel and 
partner agencies are working towards the same objective. 

 
• Functional Management – Effective response to an emergency requires all personnel 

responding to understand what role they play, whom they need to communicate with and what 
level of decision making is expected of them. 

 
• Collaboration and Alignment – We work together and draw on the expertise and capacity of 

strategic partners at the local, state and national level to create a well-informed, integrated and 
coordinated approach that expands our capability and builds community resilience. 

 
• Unity of Command – it is imperative that there is a single recognised management authority at 

all times.  This ensures clarity and unity of effort, promotes timely and effective decision-making 
and avoids potential conflict in strategy or direction.  This applies to the day-to-day 
management structure and during operations where separate incident management structures 
are implemented. 

 
• Span of Control – During emergencies a rapidly changing environment can become dangerous if 

not managed effectively.  We optimise our span of control to reflect the scale and complexity of 
an emergency and maintain the ability of our supervisors to effectively set tasks and monitor 
and evaluate performance. 

 
The South Australian emergency services sector’s operating principles are underpinned by concepts 
of adaptability and scalability, uniform terminology, defined incident management structures, a 
common operating picture and clearly defined roles, responsibilities and information flows. 
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SAFECOM Board 
 
The SAFECOM Board was established under the Fire and Emergency Services Act 2005 and is the 
governing body of SAFECOM. 
 
The SAFECOM Board has overall responsibility for: 
 
• Establishing the strategic direction of SAFECOM; 

• Ensuring that the functions of SAFECOM are effectively exercised in accordance with the Fire 
and Emergency Services Act 2005 and any other Act; 

• Developing an annual budget for SAFECOM and monitoring results against budget on a regular 
basis; and 

• Monitoring and assessing the performance and outcomes of SAFECOM against its statutory and 
strategic responsibilities, goals and objectives. 

 
The SAFECOM Board, comprising nine members, meets monthly and is subject to the control and 
direction of the Minister for Emergency Services. 
 
During 2015-16 the SAFECOM Board comprised: 
 
• Malcolm Jackman, Chief Executive, SAFECOM (Presiding Member) 

• Greg Nettleton, Chief Officer, CFS 

• Greg Crossman, Chief Officer, MFS 

• Chris Beattie, Chief Officer, SES 

• Helen Chalmers, Ministerial Appointment 

• Virginia Hickey, Ministerial Appointment 

• Roger Flavell, CFSVA Nomination 

• Susan Caracoussis, SESVA Nomination 
• Max Adlam, UFU Nomination 
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Committees 
 
 
Emergency Services Sector Executive (ESS Executive) 
 
The ESS Executive is a committee established by the SAFECOM Board pursuant to Section 19 of the 
Fire and Emergency Services Act 2005. 
 
The role of ESS Executive is to provide strategic direction and policy advice to the Minister for 
Emergency Services, SAFECOM Board, the ESS as a whole and the individual Emergency Services 
Organisations (ESOs) (CFS, MFS and SES).   
 
ESS Executive covers but is not limited to the following areas: 
 
• Community risks, community expectations, resource allocation and service delivery; 

• Emergency management from a prevention, preparedness, response and recovery (PPRR) 
perspective both inter and intra government; 

• Leadership and oversight of the role and functions of the Strategic Operations Committee; 

• Volunteer and staff recruitment, development, training, retention and engagement; 

• Work health & safety, workers compensation, injury management and return to work; 

• Financial performance, cash management and balance management; 

• Risk, governance and assurance and statutory obligations; 

• Strategic and business planning including business continuity planning (BCP); 

• Capability planning and management covering property, light and heavy fleet and equipment; 

• ICT strategy and delivery; 

• Knowledge management, community education and community engagement in the field of fire 
and emergency services; 

• Public information and warnings; 

• ESS input to SA Government committees, working groups and forums such as the Emergency 
Management Council (EMC), State Emergency Management Council (SEMC) and associated 
advisory groups; and 

• ESS input to Australian Government committees, working groups, forums and the like such as 
the Law, Crime and Community Safety Council (LCCSC), Australia-New Zealand Emergency 
Management Committee (ANZEMC), Australasian Fire and Emergency Service Authorities 
Council (AFAC) and associated advisory groups. 

 
ESS Executive comprises the SAFECOM CE, Chief Officer CFS, Chief Officer MFS and Chief Officer SES. 
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Emergency Services Sector Leadership (ESS Leadership) 
 
The ESS Leadership is a committee established by the SAFECOM Board pursuant to Section 19 of the 
Fire and Emergency Services Act 2005. 
 
The role of ESS Leadership is to provide strategic direction, policy advice, management 
recommendations and procedural guidelines to the ESS Executive, the SAFECOM CE and the Chief 
Officers of the CFS, MFS and SES in the areas of: 
 
• Financial planning, performance and reporting including cash and balance sheet management; 

• Volunteer and staff recruitment, development, training, retention and engagement; 

• Work, Health and Safety, Workers Compensation, Injury Management and Return to Work; 

• Capability planning and management covering property, light and heavy fleet and equipment; 

• ICT strategy and delivery; and 

• Public information and warnings, marketing and communications. 
 

ESS Leadership comprises the SAFECOM CE, Chief Officer CFS, Chief Officer MFS, Chief Officer SES, 
Functional Lead Finance, Functional Lead People, Functional Lead Capability, Functional Lead ICT and 
Functional Lead Public Information and Warnings. 
 
 
Sector Advisory Committee (SAC) 
 
The SAC is a committee established pursuant to Section 19 of the Fire and Emergency Services  
Act 2005. 
 
The role of the SAC is to provide advice to SAFECOM in respect of: 
 
• Matters related to the employees of emergency services organisations; 

• Matters related to volunteers with emergency services organisations; and 

• Other matters referred to the SAC by the SAFECOM Board. 
 
Matters referred to the SAC shall be considered on a sector-wide basis.  Advice shall be reported to 
the SAFECOM Board and ESS Executive. 
 
The SAC comprises the SAFECOM CE, Chief Officer CFS, Chief Officer MFS, Chief Officer SES, two 
CFSVA representatives, two SESVA representatives, two UFU representatives and a Public Service 
Association (PSA) representative. 
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Audit and Risk Committee (ARC) 
 
The ARC assists the SAFECOM Board in discharging its obligations to oversee the emergency service 
sector's risk, control and compliance framework and annual financial statements. 

Attendees of the ARC may include the SAFECOM CE, senior officers of CFS, MFS and SES, the 
SAFECOM Manager Finance, staff of the Auditor-General's Department and any Chief Officer, sector 
personnel and any external subject matter experts invited by the Chair.   

ARC is comprised of two non-executive members of the SAFECOM Board and an independent 
member who is neither a Board member nor employed by an agency that is subject to the Fire and 
Emergency Services Act 2005.  

ARC meets at least four times per year and reports to the SAFECOM Board after each meeting. 

During the 2015-16 financial year, the ARC: 

• Considered the sector’s risk rating methodology with reference to the relevant international 
standards;  

• Endorsed terms of reference for the Sector Risk Forum to the SAFECOM Board;  

• Continued to monitor and analyse key risks for the sector;  

• Continued to monitor the sector financial management compliance program and associated 
action plans; 

• Endorsed the sector-wide corruption, misconduct and maladministration policy, procedure and 
control plan to the SAFECOM Board; and 

• Examined the draft and final 2014-15 financial statements of SAFECOM and the ESS. 
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Highlights of 2015-16 
 

SA Fire and Emergency Services Commission  
 
• The SAFECOM Board continued to meet during 2015-16 to provide strategic governance and 

direction to the ESS. 

• SAFECOM provides input and leadership into the implementation of the Council of Australian 
Governments (COAG) endorsed National Strategy for Disaster Resilience (NSDR), through 
managing its implementation in South Australia, and leading key committees of the ANZEMC. 

• The State Mitigation Advisory Group (SMAG), chaired by SAFECOM, is a key sub-committee of 
the SEMC which drives mitigation in emergency management in South Australia. 

• As chair of SMAG, SAFECOM is required to provide a bi-monthly report of the committee’s 
activities to SEMC.  The role of SMAG is to provide assurance in relation to all aspects of 
emergency mitigation in South Australia.  This includes oversight of state hazard plans, zone 
emergency management plans and associated support plans. 

• As senior sponsor and chair of the State Public Information and Warnings Advisory Group 
(SPIWAG) (formerly the Community Emergency Information Warning Systems (CEIWS) Program 
Board), SAFECOM continues to provide effective executive oversight and coordination of the 
Alert SA project including the SEICCC and the CEIWS training program.  SPIWAG reports to SEMC 
and the SAFECOM Board. 

• Since its launch, the Alert SA website and mobile app has experience generous uptake in the 
community with approximately 80,000 mobile app downloads and 140,000 new Alert SA 
website users.  The CFS has recently adopted the Alert SA app, which has replaced the CFS fire 
app – www.alert.sa.gov.au.  

• Emergency Alert is the national telephone warning system used to send voice messages to 
landlines and text messages to mobile phones within a defined area, regarding likely or actual 
emergencies such as fire, flood or extreme weather events. Messages are issued to mobile 
phones identified with a last known location in addition to those phones that have a registered 
service address within the area. 

• South Australian emergency services used the Emergency Alert system 21 times between July 
2015 and June 2016, issuing 666,000 messages to communities during significant events. 

• The SEICCC provides vital emergency information to the community during an incident and 
assists in recovery operations after a major incident.  The SEICCC was activated five times during 
the 2015-16 financial year for approximately 500 hours to provide emergency information to the 
public during extreme weather and bushfire events. 

• SAFECOM has administrative responsibility for the South Australian Water Safety Committee 
(SAWSC) comprising key stakeholders and non-government organisations.  In 2016 the 
Australian Water Safety Council released the Australian Water Safety Strategy 2016—2020: 
Towards a Nation Free from Drowning (AWSS16-20) which continues to address the aspirational 
goal set in 2008 of achieving a 50% reduction in drowning deaths by the year 2020.  In order to 
align with the AWSS16-20, a large focus of the SAWSC has been directed towards producing the 
next version of the State Water Safety Plan 2016-20 (SAWSP16-20). 

http://www.alert.sa.gov.au/
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• During 2015-16, SAFECOM project managers worked with personnel from CFS, MFS and SES to 
deliver $20.87 million in capital projects across the sector including the acquisition of cab 
chassis, the building of fire appliances and the construction and upgrade of fire stations. 

• A total of $16.99 million was spent on specialised vehicles and fire appliances during 2015-16.  
Vehicles included light fleet, bulk water carriers and various types of urban and rural fire 
appliances, road crash rescue appliances and hook lift vehicles. 

• A total of $7.70 million was spent on plant, equipment, communications and information 
technology during 2015-16.  Major purchases included a replacement PABX system for MFS, 
tactical radio replacement, and breathing apparatus compressors and cylinder replacement. 

• In August 2015, the Volunteer Services Branch (VSB) coordinated an employer engagement 
breakfast held at The Playford, Adelaide as part of an initiative to raise the profile of emergency 
service volunteers and encourage support to employees who choose to volunteer with the  
CFS and SES.   

• A number of new recruitment television commercials were launched within the reporting 
period.  The commercials were broadcast in regional locations and focussed on targeting those 
in South Australian Communities who may not have already considered joining the emergency 
services.  The commercials were designed to target people from culturally and linguistically 
diverse backgrounds, youth, and women and highlight the non-operational roles available in the 
CFS and SES.  Funding for the commercials and breakfast was made possible following a 
successful grant submission to the Natural Disaster Resilience Program (NDRP). 

• SAFECOM chairs the National Remote Indigenous Communities Working Group.  The project 
piloted emergency management training resources in five indigenous communities across three 
jurisdictions (South Australian, Western Australian and Northern Territory). 

• On 25 June 2015, the Minister for Emergency Services launched a four year $2 million grant 
program known as the Regional Capability Community Fund (RCCF) to build the capability of 
rural and remote landholders, local government and community groups.  In June 2016, the 
Minister for Emergency Services announced 273 RCCF grant approvals. 

• During the reporting period, the Logistics Functional Service (LFS) was activated in response to 
the Pinery bushfire in November 2015 and lessons learned from this incident informed reviews 
of procedures, policies and training programs. 

• The 2015-16 fire danger season was a busy time for the Information Communications 
Technology (ICT) team, supporting a number of significant incidents including Kyeema, Pinery 
and Mosquito Hill.  At the same time, significant effort was required to migrate and support ICT 
functions during the relocation of the CFS Region 2 office to the Roseworthy campus of Adelaide 
University. 

 

SA Country Fire Service 
 
• On 25 November 2015, CFS responded to a fire initially commencing in Pinery, 70 kilometres due 

north of Adelaide.  The fire burned approximately 82,500 hectares of scrub and farmland in the 
lower mid-north.  The fire claimed two lives and 91 houses along with non-residential structures, 
farm machinery and other vehicles, and domestic and farming animals. 
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• In January and February 2016, CFS assisted the Tasmanian Fire Service with the provision of two 
strike teams (16 vehicles and over 200 personnel deployed in three rotations) to support 
bushfires in the north-west of the state.  

• In January 2016, CFS provided incident management personnel to support Western Australian 
agencies during major bushfires south of Perth.  

• Following the Sampson Flat fire in January 2015, research was conducted to evaluate 
community experiences before, during and after a fire.  As a result, recommendations are being 
implemented to assist communities to effectively prepare for bushfire events. 

• Consultation was undertaken with the forestry industry in relation to proposed legislative 
changes to the Fire and Emergency Services Act 2005 for industry fire brigades. 

• The Limestone Coast and Adelaide-Mount Lofty Ranges Bushfire Management Area Plans were 
formally adopted by the State Bushfire Coordination Committee. 

• Peter Venning (Morphett Vale Brigade), Tracy “Bluey” Devine (Region 4 Commander),  
Ian Tanner (Department of Environment, Water and Natural Resources (DEWNR), State Incident 
Management Team) and Richard Munn (SA Water CFS Brigade) were all awarded the Australian 
Fire Service Medal (AFSM). 

• CFS delivered in excess of 48,000 individual training sessions during the 2015-16 year.  These 
sessions resulted in 13,700 national units of competency being awarded to members and a 
further 34,600 in-house skill sets being facilitated.  CFS members increased their access to online 
and skills maintenance drills, available to all members through the CFS volunteer portal to 
compliment the face to face delivered training provided at local and state levels.  

• Replacement of self-contained breathing apparatus sets, cylinders and compressors was 
completed, providing contemporary new firefighting equipment across the state. 

• Replacement of VHF tactical communications (mobile and portable) radios, for fire ground use, 
commenced in 2015-16. 

• Procurement, planning and distribution for the issue of a second set of structural personal 
protective clothing commenced in 2015-16.  Procurement and planning for the issue of a second 
set of wildland personal protective clothing has enabled the scheduled distribution to 
commence in 2016-17.   

• A state-wide upgrade of CFS radios that access the South Australian Government Radio Network 
(GRN) was completed. 

• Building works completed during 2015-16 included Coonalpyn.  Building works commenced at 
Farrell Flat, Gawler River, Rapid Bay (Delamere), Port Victoria and Lock.  Planning continues for 
works at Montacute, Western Districts, Rockleigh, Yunta, Mundulla, Piccadilly, Tailem Bend, 
Stewarts Range and Terowie Brigades.   

• CFS procured operational response vehicles within contractual schedules; including seven bulk 
water carriers, five type 44 tankers, eleven type 34 tankers, seven type 34P tankers, five quick 
response vehicles, one HAZMAT appliance, and one road crash rescue appliance.  In addition, a 
replacement dry firefighting tractor and an aviation logistics support truck were procured.   
CFS also commenced planning for the 2016-17 fleet procurement and delivery.  
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SA Metropolitan Fire Service 
 
• During 2015-16, the MFS Fire Cause Investigation (FCI) section conducted 197 post-fire 

investigations.  The FCI section established the cause of fire in 91% of investigations.  

• MFS community education programs include the Road Awareness Program (RAP) and the 
Juvenile Firelighters Intervention Program (JFLIP).  Approximately 99% of 2015-16 RAP 
participants indicated that as a result of the program they would adopt safer road use 
behaviours.  For the second year running no JFLIP client reoffended.  This result means that the 
program is producing tangible outcomes for JFLIP participants, their families and carers and the 
broader community. 

• MFS Built Environment section personnel provided advice concerning fire safety systems 
solutions for major South Australian infrastructure projects including; the new Royal Adelaide 
Hospital, the Women’s and Children’s Hospital fire safety plan, Adelaide Convention Centre 
upgrade, the Torrens to Torrens underpass (Superway project), multiple high rise developments 
within the Adelaide CBD (average height of 20 storeys) and the OBahn tunnel (Hackney Road to 
Grenfell St) project.  

• During the reporting period, MFS responded to over 21,000 incidents.  Of these approximately 
4,200 were fires and 5,000 were rescues (the majority of these involving road crashes).   

• During 2015-16, the MFS contained more than 83% of building and structure fires to the room or 
object of origin.  In these cases the majority of property and contents were saved by MFS 
intervention. 

• MFS also responded to a number of major incidents during 2015-16.  These fires included: 

o Major Commercial Fire: Hindley Street 2nd September 2015  
On the 2nd of September a fire broke out in the basement of Grandmaster Leong’s Wing 
Chun Kung Fu Academy just off Hindley Street in Adelaide’s CBD.  The fire quickly spread 
through the building sending large, acrid smoke plumes across the city.  The blaze was 
fought by 80 firefighters, with 20 appliances in attendance.  

o Pinery Bushfires November 2015 
MFS supported CFS during the Pinery bushfires to the north of Adelaide during November 
2015.  MFS also supported damage assessment and fire cause activities during and after the 
fires.  

o Factory Fire:  Churchill Road, Kilburn 31st October 2015 
A fire broke out in a small commercial factory on Churchill Road in the early hours of the 
31st of October, which caused   approximately $1 million in damages. 

o Structure Fire: Norwood 6th December 2015 
MFS was called to a fire at Coke Street, Norwood on the 6th of December 2015.  The 
deliberately-lit fire spread rapidly through three joined townhouses adjacent the Norwood 
shopping precinct.  Prompt detection and intervention by MFS prevented significant 
damage to this property. 

• Assistance to other agencies included: 

o Extreme Weather Events  
MFS crews assisted SES during extreme weather events across the state, with incidents such 
as flooding and trees down. 
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o Transport Vehicles Fire Burton  
On 2nd March 2016, MFS assisted CFS with a fire that involved 23 semi-trailers resulting in a 
$2.3 million loss.  The fire spread rapidly between the B-Double and semi-trailers that were 
parked closely together prior to sale.  

• The MFS Communications Centre (Comcen) is responsible for the call receipt and dispatch for 
each of the three South Australian emergency services.  During 2015-16 Comcen personnel took 
approximately four seconds to answer 000 calls.  The average call handling time (time taken to 
resolve and emergency call) was approximately 100 seconds.  Over 31,000 emergency calls were 
handled during 2015-16.  

• MFS emergency management and major events planning produced response plans for 
numerous significant community events, including the Tour Down Under and the Clipsal 500.   

• MFS also participated in a number of high-level multi-agency exercises.  These included: 

o Exercise ‘Team Sprit 15’ was a hypothetical discussion exercise that explored the 
responsibilities and challenges of managing a large scale cyber-terrorism attack in South 
Australia. 

o Exercise ‘Joint Command 2’ was a field exercise that focussed on the tactical/operational 
command and decision making processes associated with responding to and resolving 
simulated multiple terrorist incidents at Adelaide Oval and the InterContinental Hotel during 
the ‘Cricket World Cup’ in March 2015. 

• The AFSM is considered the highest fire service honour that can be bestowed on a member of 
the Australian fire industry.  During 2015-16 two MFS employees were awarded the AFSM, 
Station Officer Adrienne Clarke and Senior Firefighter Scott Rogers. 

• MFS invests heavily in the recruitment and development of personnel and training and selection 
of future officers and leaders.  Key MFS learning and development outcomes for 2015-16 
included: 

o Three Firefighter Recruit courses were conducted during 2015-16 with a total of 54 new full-
time firefighters graduating.  

o A new online learning program was developed and implemented as a part of the Senior 
Firefighter Year 2 program.  

• MFS commissioned more of the new combined aerial pumping class of appliances during  
2015-16.  These multi-capability appliances enhance MFS capability to respond to emergency 
situations arising in multi-storey/multi-function premises being built in new developments such 
as Mawson Lakes, Bowden and the Churchill – Prospect Road corridor.  These new vehicles have 
now attracted considerable interest from interstate and international fire authorities.   

SA State Emergency Service 
 
• SES responded to 7,272 requests for assistance during the reporting period, an increase of 

almost 40% over 2014-15.  Approximately 108,000 volunteer hours were generously donated. 

• SES applied for, and was granted, Australian Skills Quality Authority Delegate status, and is now 
authorised to add qualifications/units of competency to its scope of registration, once 
curriculum, resources and training capacity are developed.  SES is a finalist in the Medium 
Employer category of the SA Training Awards, with winners to be announced at a formal dinner 
in September 2016. 
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• SES hosted the AFAC and Bushfire and Natural Hazards CRC Conference, with a total of around 
2,500 people attending over four days.   

• Following their win at the State Rescue Challenge the Tea Tree Gully SES unit competed in the 
National Disaster Rescue Challenge in September 2015 in Canberra and finished in second place. 

• The SES State Training Challenge was held at Angle Park in late May 2016.  Feedback received 
was very positive with many teams reporting they had benefitted greatly from learning new 
skills and refining existing ones.  

• New rescue vessels were commissioned for the Cowell Sea Rescue Squadron (7.4 metre Sea 
Viper) and the SA Sea Rescue Squadron (8.1 metre Ross Williams III).  Both boats were built in 
South Australia. 

• A joint flood warning and intelligence project between SES and DEWNR was established.  
Tenders for a new flood information system were evaluated and a product selected for 
implementation in 2016-17.  This will be a key feature of the flood intelligence project. 

• Exercise Team Spirit was held on 21 October at the SAPOL Training Academy.  The exercise 
centred around a cyber-attack on the State Government’s ICT system during a heatwave.  It 
involved 80 participants and was organised by members of the Central Exercise Writing Team. 

• The annual SES Unit Managers’ Forum was held on 24 and 25 October at the SAPOL Training 
Academy.  In attendance at the forum were 72 Unit Managers and Deputy Unit Managers 
representing 40 units together with 36 SES staff.  As part of the forum, the annual awards dinner 
was held on 24 October and was attended by all the ESO Chief Officers and the Minister for 
Emergency Services, who presented awards. 

• Enfield and Metro South SES Units celebrated their 50th Anniversaries during the year.  Each 
event was attended by the Minister for Emergency Services who unveiled plaques 
commemorating the events. 

• The Minister for Emergency Services opened the new Kangaroo Island unit building on 16 April 
2016. 

• SES received two grants under the Natural Disaster Resilience Program for: 

o Establishment of a leadership mentor program for Unit Managers. 

o Development of a training curriculum and resources for an urban search and rescue dogs 
course focussing on the specialised role of searching for trapped people following a 
structural collapse. 
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Governance, Board and 
Executive Support 
 
The office of Governance, Board and Executive Support provides high level strategic advice on 
governance, legislation, compliance, ministerial liaison and policies.  The office is responsible for 
correspondence coordination and undertakes cross-sector collaboration. 
 
Key stakeholders include the Minister’s office, sector agencies, SAFECOM business units, local 
government, private and not-for-profit organisations, other State Government agencies and the 
Commonwealth Government. 
 
The office represents State Government at peak emergency management forums at a national level 
and provides a strong link between all three tiers of government and the South Australian ESS.  The 
office takes an inclusive approach with people in the sector, particularly in regard to leadership and 
support of the SAFECOM Board and committees and liaison with the volunteer associations and 
unions. 
 
The office is responsible for administering the SA Emergency Services Medal and Ministerial 
Commendation process on behalf of the Minister for Emergency Services. 
 
 

South Australian Water Safety Committee (SAWSC) 
 
The SAWSC comprises key stakeholders from government and non-government organisations and is 
committed to providing a coordinated approach to reducing the risk of drowning in South Australia.  
 
In 2016, the Australian Water Safety Council released the Australian Water Safety Strategy  
2016-2020: Towards a Nation Free from Drowning (AWSS16-20), which continues to address the 
aspirational goal set in 2008 of achieving a 50% reduction in drowning deaths by the year 2020.  
 
In order to align with the AWSS16-20, a large focus of the SAWSC has been directed towards 
producing the next version of the State Water Safety Plan 2016-20 (SAWSP16-20).  While the 
underlying pillars of the national plan of collaboration, research, education, legislation and policy are 
reflected in the state plan, it seeks to contextualise them based on local risk and experiences. 
 
South Australia’s vision is to have safe environments and safe people, and the mission contained 
within the SAWSP16-20 is to reduce the risk of drowning and injuries from water-related incidents 
through an ongoing commitment to:  
 
• Increased water-safety skills and awareness in communities across South Australia; 

• Public and private environments that are designed and managed to minimise risks; and 

• Coordination and resource sharing by relevant government and non-government stakeholders 
and the delivery of high quality water safety initiatives. 
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The objectives of the plan are to: 
 
• Identify, enhance and validate effective programs and services developed by organisations in 

South Australia and nationally. 

• Advance those programs through coordinated and consistent approaches. 

• Provide strategic direction to proposed programs based on current and predictable risk 
demographics. 

 
A key outcome is for organisations to work together to reduce the risk of drowning deaths and 
water-related injuries using the SAWSP16-20 as a framework. 
 
In November 2015, SAFECOM facilitated the Summer Water Safety Promotion in Rundle Mall, with 
representatives from key water safety organisations engaging with the general public. 
 
 
Community Emergency Services Fund (CESF) 
 
The CESF is established pursuant to Part 4 of the Emergency Services Funding Act 1998, which falls 
within the portfolio responsibilities of the Minister for Emergency Services.  It is an administered 
item of SAFECOM and is an independently held fund. 
 
All other parts of the Emergency Services Funding Act 1998, including the administration and 
collection of the ESL, fall within the portfolio responsibilities of the Treasurer.   
 
Funds paid into the CESF include the ESL collected on private and government-owned fixed and 
mobile property, remissions and concessions subsidising eligible property owners, and interest on 
the cash balances of the CESF. 
 
The CESF predominantly provides funding for the provision of emergency services by state 
government agencies, not-for-profit organisations and other entities. 
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Project Management Office 
 
 
The Project Management Office (PMO) has been tasked with undertaking a comprehensive review of 
the sector’s programs, systems and resources to identify potential strategies to ensure 
responsiveness to community and government priorities, to foster innovation and improve 
accountability. 
 
In line with the State Government’s revised 2016 Public Value Framework, the ESS is embracing the 
opportunity to introduce “public value thinking” into the everyday delivery of its services. 
 
Under the leadership of the SAFECOM CE and Chief Officers of the MFS, CFS and SES, it has been 
recognised that the ESS must focus and prioritise its efforts on building and promoting public value 
that the sector delivers to the community.  
 
The PMO is working to improve the sector’s focus on public value and continuous improvement, 
building on the South Australian Fire and Emergency Services Strategic Plan 2015-2020 (SP2025). 
 
Sector strategy has been further focused on building and strengthening emergency service delivery 
for the benefit of every South Australian.  
 
The PMO is managing key strategies to improve the public value provided by the ESS. 
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Alert SA 
 
The Alert SA business unit supports control and recovery agencies with the provision of processes, 
procedures, training and technical systems which in turn support the distribution of emergency and 
recovery information to our communities using a diverse range of communication methods.  These 
include: 
 
• Alert SA all hazard alerting website and mobile app; 
• Emergency Alert national telephony warning system in South Australia; 
• State Emergency Information Call Centre Capability; 
• Public Information and Warnings (PIAW) training program; and 
• Mass emergency inbound call telephony systems. 
 
The Alert SA staff provide jurisdictional representation on state and national groups that oversee the 
administration and practice of public information and warnings. 
 
Alert SA Website and Mobile App 
 
The new Alert SA website and mobile app were launched on 28 June 2015.  The website and app are 
the official sources of all hazard public safety information and warnings for South Australia.  Alert SA 
currently obtains data from 14 emergency service agencies, government departments and 
community partners, enabling the public to view a wide range of event and warning information in 
one location.  This includes (but is not limited to) bushfires, weather events and conditions, 
earthquakes, power outages, road closures, traffic and public transport disruptions.  
 
Alert SA supports the government’s approach for the provision of consistent and coordinated event 
and warning information to the public; assisting with informed decision making regarding 
community safety.  Alert SA also provides a multi-channel notification capability which enables 
agencies to disseminate targeted public information and warnings via email, social media and App 
Push Notification Services to the public.  
 
Since its launch, the Alert SA website and mobile app has experienced generous uptake in the 
community with approximately 80,000 mobile app downloads and 140,000 new Alert SA website 
users.  The CFS has recently adopted the Alert SA app which has replaced the CFS fire app.  
 

Emergency Alert 
 
Emergency Alert is the national telephone warning system used to send voice messages to landlines 
and text messages to mobiles within a defined area, regarding likely or actual emergencies such as 
fire, flood or extreme weather events.  Messages are issued to mobile phones identified with a last 
known location in addition to those phones that have a registered service address within the area. 
 
South Australian emergency services used the Emergency Alert system 21 times between July 2015 
and June 2016, issuing 666,000 messages to communities during significant events. 
 
The Emergency Alert service covers all devices connected to the Telstra, Optus and Vodafone mobile 
networks, including 4G devices. 
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The current Emergency Alert contract, managed on behalf of all States and Territories by Emergency 
Management Victoria (EMV) under the 2009 COAG agreement, is due to expire in mid-2018.  Work is 
ongoing by EMV to determine the functional requirements of the Emergency Alert system beyond 
2018 with a view to enhancing the system in line with the opportunities created by modern 
communication technology.  
 

State Emergency Information Call Centre Capability (SEICCC) 
 
The SEICCC provides vital emergency information to the community during an incident and assists in 
recovery operations after a major incident where existing CFS, MFS, SES, SAPOL or State Recovery 
Office (SRO) information call centre arrangements have, or are predicted to be, overwhelmed.   
A service agreement has been put in place for the Energy Markets and Programs division of the 
Department of State Development to utilise the SEICCC during energy (electricity/liquid fuel/gas) 
emergencies affecting South Australia. 
 
The SEICCC was activated five times during the 2015-16 financial year for approximately 500 hours to 
provide emergency information to the public during extreme weather and bushfire events, to 
provide bushfire recovery information and to register members of the public seeking or wishing to 
contribute to recovery related services.   
 
The activations saw staff from twelve government agencies/authorities support the emergency 
management agencies in providing vital information to communities through the call centre’s 
activities.  All aspects of the SEICCC business model have been utilised in recent activations, 
providing a thorough demonstration of the model and the flexibility of the system’s capability under 
operational conditions. 
 
PIAW Training Program 
 
The PIAW training program provides warning systems training functionality for government 
emergency management agencies within South Australia.  The training program is overseen by 
SPIWAG. 
 
Each agency using PIAW training program products has individual trainers who, with support of the 
unit’s Senior Project Officer, oversee the day to day progression and development of individuals 
through the various courses.  Online learning modules have been updated during the year. 
 
Governance of Public Information and Warnings 
 
The creation of SPIWAG was approved by SEMC on 28 June 2015.  Under the amended State 
Emergency Management Plan (SEMP), SPIWAG reports to SEMC.  
 
The objectives of SPIWAG are to provide leadership in public information and warnings and to 
promote the collective action of all sectors of society, including all levels of government, business, 
the non-government sector and individuals, to drive improvements in public information and 
warnings in South Australia. 
 
The SAFECOM CE chairs SPIWAG to maintain the delivery of business functions, budget 
management, appropriate staffing levels and the provision of governance functions. 
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Emergency Management 
 
Pursuant to Section 8 (p) of the Fire and Emergency Services Act 2005, SAFECOM’s Emergency 
Management Office (EM Office) provides a strategic leadership role in emergency management and 
supports the SEMC to meet its core functions under Section 9 of the Emergency Management  
Act 2004.  Key initiatives are outlined below. 
 
National Level Emergency Management Activities 
 
The EM Office consults extensively with South Australian stakeholders on state and national issues to 
support emergency management policy directions at the national level.  This informs the Minister for 
Emergency Services’ participation on the LCCSC, the SAFECOM CE’s state representation on ANZEMC 
and EM Office representation on ANZEMC Sub-committees.  The EM Office also leads and/or 
contributes to various national working groups and project groups under the governance of 
ANZEMC. 
 
National Strategy for Disaster Resilience (NSDR) 
The NSDR is COAG’s vision for building disaster resilience across all levels of government, non-
government organisations, business, the education sector and the community at large.  
 
The NSDR Steering Group, jointly chaired by SAFECOM, facilitates and supports initiatives that 
implement the strategy in South Australia.  The group also is part of the governance structure for 
state strategic projects funded under the NDRP and SAFECOM contributes to and provides oversight 
of projects.  
 
 
National Emergency Management Initiatives 
 
Enhancing Resilience in Remote Indigenous Communities project 
SAFECOM chairs the National Remote Indigenous Communities Working Group.  The project piloted 
emergency management training resources in five indigenous communities across three jurisdictions 
(South Australia, Western Australia and Northern Territory). 
 
Bushfire and Natural Hazards Cooperative Research Centre (BNHCRC) 
In March 2013, the Prime Minister established the BNHCRC and committed $47 million of 
Commonwealth funding over eight years.  SAFECOM is the lead agency on behalf of the state 
government.  This year, the state government contributed $305,000 to the research program 
supplemented by a total of over $300,000 of in-kind contributions from a broad range of state 
agencies. 
 
State Emergency Management Activities 
 
SEMC and Advisory Groups 
SEMC was established under the Emergency Management Act 2004 to provide leadership and 
maintain oversight of emergency management in South Australia.  The SAFECOM CE is a member 
and the EM Office contributes to a significant proportion of SEMC business. 
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SEMC has established four advisory groups across mitigation, response, recovery and public 
information and warnings.  The SAFECOM CE chairs both SMAG and SPIWAG.  The EM Office also has 
membership on the State Response Advisory Group (SRAG) and the State Recovery Committee (SRC) 
and sub-committees as appropriate. 
 
State Emergency Management Initiatives 
 
Natural Disaster Resilience Program (NDRP) 
The National Partnership Agreement (NPA) on Natural Disaster Resilience (2015-17) provides  
$4.176 million Commonwealth funding over two years, to be matched by state government and 
grant recipients under the South Australian NDRP.  The EM Office administers and manages the 
NDRP on behalf of the Minister for Emergency Services.  The program supports public value 
initiatives that align with the NSDR.  
 
State and Zone Emergency Risk Management 
The EM Office leads state and emergency management zone-level risk management activities.  The 
work is complex and involves a broad range of stakeholders across state government, local 
government, industry and non-government organisations.  Support was provided to the state’s 
eleven Zone Emergency Management Committees (ZEMCs) and outputs included risk assessment 
and risk treatment workshops, risk management reports and eleven Zone Emergency Management 
Plans (ZEMPs).  The annual Zone Emergency Management Symposium held in December 2015 was 
well attended by over 100 delegates.  As of 1 July 2016, responsibility for Zone Emergency Risk 
Management passed to SES. 
 
Regional Capability Community Fund (RCCF) 
On 25 June 2015, the Minister for Emergency Services launched a four year $2 million grant program 
to build the capability of rural and remote landholders, local government and community groups.  
The EM office administers and manages the RCCF.  In June 2016 the Minister for Emergency Services 
announced 273 RCCF grant approvals. 
 
Logistics Functional Service (LFS) 
Pursuant to the SEMP, SAFECOM is the nominated lead agency for the LFS.  The LFS facilitates 
specialist supply and catering services to agencies and South Australian communities during 
emergency response and recovery operations.  The LFS is staffed by SAFECOM personnel and 
volunteers from other government agencies. 
 
During the reporting period, the LFS was activated in response to the Pinery bushfire in November 
2015 and lessons learned from this event informed reviews of procedures, policies, plans and 
training programs. 
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People 
 
The SAFECOM People function is committed to enhancing the capability of ESS agencies by providing 
high quality human resource management services, which are valued by our customers that support: 
 
• Our frontline emergency services personnel; 
• Improving accountability and enhancing public value; and 
• Achieving increased harmonisation, alignment and modernisation. 
 
The section provides expertise and professional consulting services across a broad range of human 
resource management matters within the following functional areas: 
 
• Human Resources; 
• Employee Health and Wellbeing; 
• Work Health and Safety; 
• Injury Management; and 
• Volunteer Services 
 
Our key services include: 
 
• Providing strategic advice and policy guidance to agency Chief Officers, Chief Executives and 

Senior Management. 

• Providing essential human resource advice and expertise, consistent with government guidelines, 
that ensure day to day and sustainable frontline staffing and volunteer levels. 

• Developing and maintaining a strategic and policy framework. 

• Ensuring the sector’s Work Health Safety and Injury Management (WHS&IM) legislated 
requirements are met. 

• Maximising the public value provided by the ESS through a program of Harmonisation, Alignment 
and Modernisation across the sector. 

 
 
Human Resources (HR) 
 
The HR team continues to work closely with ESS agencies to provide strategic advice and expertise 
that supports the recruitment, performance, development, management and wellbeing of 
employees within the sector.  By providing this support HR aims to strengthen agencies’ current and 
future organisational capability by aligning people management initiatives with their business needs 
and strategic direction. 
 
Workforce Plan 
SAFECOM’s staffing levels/organisational structure has been under review throughout the year in 
order to continue to meet the Department of Treasury and Finance (DTF) FTE caps and Sustainable 
Budget Commission (SBC) savings strategies.    
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Following the budgetary process for the 2016-17 financial year, Cabinet approved SAFECOM’s 
proposal to retain current FTEs of 55.8 to ensure the existing level of services to the emergency 
service agencies, as well the current level of governance and emergency management strategic 
policy advice to government is maintained. 
 
HR ensured all relevant employment contracts for affected staff including the transition of four Zone 
Emergency Risk Management (ZERM) staff to the SES (considered the agency best suited to 
effectively manage the ongoing ZERM program) were progressed as a matter of priority, whilst 
concurrently holding discussions with staff regarding employment arrangements. 
 
In addition, each of SAFECOM’s functional support areas - People, IT, Capability, Finance and Public 
Information and Warnings as well as Emergency Management and Governance, Board and Executive 
Support is currently being “mapped” so that a review and prioritisation of each function can be 
undertaken.  This will collectively assist in determining how SAFECOM needs to be structured and 
resourced to meet current and emerging needs of the ESS out to 2025. 
 
HR is working closely with the PMO to map each of the areas of the People function and will provide 
assistance across the functional areas to support structure/resource decisions.   
 
Recruitment 
Recruitment of staff has continued during 2015-16 with HR assisting with filling a number of roles in 
each of the agencies, including additional roles resulting from the budget process, both in 
metropolitan and regional centres as follows: 
 
• 29 roles in CFS with one executive, 12 regional based with 3 readvertised; 
• 17 roles in SES  with 3 regional based; 
• 10 roles in MFS with 1 readvertised; and 
• 11 roles in SAFECOM with 2 readvertised. 
 
HR has continued to review and refine processes and practices with regard to recruitment and 
selection across the sector.  This has continued to reduce the necessity for HR to be actively involved 
on all selection panels.  However, the branch continued to provide advice, guidance and assistance 
as required, ensuring meritorious, fair and equitable processes were undertaken at all times.  
 
All recruitment processes were undertaken in line with current public sector guidelines, which focus 
on ensuring that our workforce reflects the diversity of the community.  
 
Further, HR worked in collaboration with MFS to develop a tailored MFS metropolitan and regional 
firefighter recruitment and selection campaign which resulted in the following outcomes:  
 
• 9 part time regional firefighters recruited; and 
• 45 full time metropolitan firefighters recruited. 
 
A review of the MFS firefighter recruitment strategy, in preparedness for the next campaign launch 
in late 2016, is being undertaken with an emphasis on encouraging applications from women and 
people from culturally and linguistic diverse backgrounds.  
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Employment Conditions 
HR represents SAFECOM on the portfolio reference group for the following agreements: 
 
• South Australian Public Sector Wages Parity Enterprise Agreement: Salaried;  
• South Australian Public Sector Wages Parity Enterprise Agreement: Weekly paid 2013; and  
• South Australian Public Sector Wages parity (Plumbing, Metal and Building Trades Employees) 

Enterprise Agreement 2011. 
 
Further, HR is working in collaboration with MFS regarding the SA Metropolitan Fire Service 
Enterprise Agreement 2014 action items. 
 
CHRIS21 and Database Consolidation Project 
The upgrade of the government’s primary payroll system from CHRIS5 to CHRIS21, led by Shared 
Services SA (SSSA), has been a major focus for the HR branch this year.  The aim of the project is to 
consolidate and standardise the CHRIS environment as well as significantly improve the level of 
online self-service capabilities available to employees.  HR represents the ESS on the CHRIS21 Project 
Agency Steering Committee to ensure any variations between existing databases, including activities 
that may have a direct impact on employees, are effectively addressed and managed in preparation 
for implementation on 9 January 2017. 
  
Whistle Blowers Protection Act 1993 
SAFECOM has appointed a responsible officer for the purposes of the Whistleblowers Protection Act 
1993 (the WP Act) pursuant to Section 7 of the Public Sector Act 2009.  There were no instances of 
disclosure of public interest information to a responsible officer of SAFECOM under the WP Act.   
 
 
Employee Health and Wellbeing 
 
Health and Wellbeing 
The Health and Wellbeing function seeks to support frontline staff and volunteers, by providing 
services that support and improve their health and wellbeing. 
 
Workplace health and wellbeing programs are based on a number of national resources including 
AFAC, HeadsUp and Beyondblue workplace health and wellbeing programs.  
 
Health and Wellbeing Coordinator 
The SAFECOM Health and Wellbeing Coordinator, who manages the workplace health and wellbeing 
programs, incorporating the Employee Assistance Program (EAP) and the Volunteer Peer Support 
Team, also manages welfare services during deployments and staff welfare across SAFECOM, CFS 
and SES.  Early in the year, extensive services were provided to staff and volunteers impacted by the 
sudden death of a senior CFS executive, who was well known to the ESS and the wider community. 
 
The Coordinator has been involved in developing training workshops for leaders in CFS and SES in 
relation to the Psychological First Aid (PFA) model with strategies on how to implement the model 
with colleagues.  These workshops have proven to be invaluable and provide volunteers with the 
skills and awareness necessary to support their crews before, during and after a critical incident.  It is 
the intent of SAFECOM to continue these workshops into 2016-17. 
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The Peer Support Team, consisting of 20 SES and CFS volunteers, have attended two training 
sessions delivered by the Coordinator.  The team has received extensive training in the PFA model, 
which can be applied in an individual setting as well as in a community setting such as during the 
Pinery Fire in November, 2015.  Peer support officers provide services on-site during campaign fires; 
after critical incidents and in general with members of brigades and units.   
 
Mental health in the workplace has become an emerging issue for the ESS.  With the introduction of 
the “Good Practice Framework for Mental health and Wellbeing in First Responder Organisations” 
produced by Beyondblue, work has commenced to develop a mental health plan and strategy for 
implementation across the services.  It is anticipated that mental health literacy training for 
managers and team leaders will be incorporated into the plan. 
 
Employee Assistance Program (EAP) 
A tender process for the procurement of a sector-wide Wellbeing and Intervention Program Panel 
contract (covering SAFECOM, MFS, CFS and SES), has been completed and will commence on  
1 August, 2016.  Services include EAP counselling, group sessions and stress and trauma awareness 
training for volunteers.  Employees, volunteers and their immediate families will have a choice of 
three providers to assist them with strategies for dealing with life’s challenges. 
 
The EAP continues to be a worthwhile work health and safety strategy, providing short term 
professional services in the prevention of long term illnesses and psychological injuries. 
 
 
Work Health Safety and Injury Management (WHS&IM) 
 
Safety Culture 
SAFECOM recognises that the health and safety of the workforce is integral to enhanced business 
function and service delivery, and that safety performance underpins business outcomes which in 
turn supports frontline services that protect the South Australian community and ultimately enhance 
public value. 
 
SAFECOM remains committed to a zero harm vision for all its employees.  SAFECOM utilises the 
guiding principles within the Premier’s commitment to safety when addressing its functional support 
requirements, (which does not compromise the operational capabilities of the ESOs), in striving for 
zero harm and in pursuing 100% return to work for any worker who may be injured at work.  In the 
event that an injury does occur, SAFECOM provides equitable, effective and efficient claims 
management, rehabilitation and welfare services. 
 
SAFECOM is committed to leadership in safety and wellbeing and sets an example for others.  
SAFECOM continues to support the ESS with ongoing governance and implementation of WHS&IM 
initiatives, working in consultation with executive, senior managers, staff and other stakeholders to 
resolve WHS&IM matters.  The consultation and communication process includes an elected health 
and safety representative and a public service delegate to consult and communicate with workers. . 
SAFECOM also have an audit and risk committee that meets to discuss and monitor corporate risk. 
 
SAFECOM monitors progress in achieving this vision by implementing the Building Safety Excellence 
in the public sector strategy that builds on the progress that has already been achieved through 
previous South Australian public sector safety strategies. 
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Table 1: WHS Legislative Requirements - SAFECOM 
 

Number of notifiable incidents pursuant to WHS Act Part 3 0 

Number of notices served pursuant to WHS Act Section 90, Section 191 and Section 195 
(Provisional improvement, improvement and prohibition notices)  

0 

Number of Prosecutions pursuant to WHS Act Part 2 Division 5 0 

Number of enforceable undertakings pursuant to WHS Act Part 11 0 

 
Workers Compensation 
The 2015-16 financial year shows a reduction in all fields with only minimal costs incurred and one 
new claim for the year. 
 
For the sector as a whole, there were significant increases in redemption costs and lump sum 
payments for whole person impairments.  The redemption costs increased due to the number of 
claims finalised when the worker left their employment.  The increase in whole person impairment 
costs is mainly attributed to presumptive and non-presumptive cancer claims. 
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Work Health and Safety Performance 
 
Table 2: Agency gross1 workers compensation expenditure for 2015-16 compared with 2014-152 
 

SAFECOM 
Claims Expenditure 

2015-16 
($) 

2014-15 
($) 

Variation 
($) + (-) 

% Change 
+ (-) 

Income support $147.10 $0.00 $147.10 0.00% 
Hospital $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 Nil 
Medical $1238.49 $3298.53 -$2,060.04 -62.45% 
Rehabilitation/return to work $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 Nil 
Investigations $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 Nil 
Legal expenses $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 Nil 
Lump sum $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 Nil 
Travel $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 Nil 
Other $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 Nil 
Lump sum  $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 Nil 
Total claims expenditure $1,385.59 $3,198.53 -$1,912.94 -57.99% 

 
 
 
 

Emergency Services Sector 
Claims Expenditure 

2015-16 
($) 

2014-15 
($) 

Variation 
($) + (-) 

% Change 
+ (-) 

Income support $1,979,662.72 $1,193,391.20 $786,271.52 65.89% 
Hospital $210,087.64 $287,477.07 -$77,389.43 -26.92% 
Medical $802,913.73 $966,580.10 -$163,666.37 -16.93% 
Rehabilitation/Return to Work $24,608.64 $13,418.40 $11,190.24 83.39% 
Investigations $26,201.70 $14,157.19 $12,044.51 85.08% 
Legal expenses $179,334.40 $250,902.00 -$71,567.60 -28.52% 
Lump Sum $5,773,328.58 $3,791,702.05 $1,981,626.53 52.26% 
Travel $81,399.64 $68,550.00 $12,849.64 18.74% 
Other $639,060.47 $156,802.76 $482,257.71 307.56% 
Total claims expenditure $9,716,597.52 $6,742,980.77 $2,973,616.75 44.10% 

 
  

                                                           
1 Before third party recovery 
2 Information available from SIMS - for detailed advice on data extraction contact Public Sector Workforce Relations 
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Volunteer Services Branch (VSB) 
 
The VSB is responsible for providing strategic leadership, advice and support tailored to meet the 
needs of CFS and SES volunteers and staff.  The CFS and SES have a combined total of approximately 
15,000 dedicated volunteers across South Australia.  
 
VSB provides valuable support through the provision of recruitment, retention and recognition of 
volunteers through strategies including the delivery of non-operational training, conflict resolution, 
reporting, employer and volunteer recognition, legislative advice and youth programs. 
 
Through service level agreements, VSB works in partnership with agencies to develop and implement 
improvements in volunteer management, which in turn supports frontline services that protect the 
South Australian community. 
 
Non-operational Training 
While the principle focus of VSB remains on the recruitment and retention of CFS and SES 
volunteers, the branch continues to deliver training packages designed to provide volunteers with 
practical skills to assist team performance.  These training packages include Dealing with 
Inappropriate Behaviour and Understanding Your Team training.  
 
VSB continued to undertake Cadet Leader and Child Safe Environment training, which are designed 
specifically for brigades and units with cadet programs (members between 11-18 years of age) or 
who are looking to commence cadet programs. 
 
A health check remains one of the most requested training sessions by brigades and units from VSB.  
Health checks are a thorough evaluation of the brigade or unit examining areas including leadership, 
morale, teamwork and material resources which culminates in a report that may include 
recommendations to address any issues.  
 
During the last twelve months VSB delivered 35 training sessions to 488 volunteers. 
 
Within the next reporting period, a number of new VSB training packages will be made available for 
volunteers, including courses that can be undertaken online for the first time. 
 
ANZAC Eve Youth Vigil  
A total of 22 young people from the CFS and SES joined members of various other youth volunteer 
organisations to conduct an overnight vigil acknowledging the legacy of the Australian and New 
Zealand Army Corps (ANZAC), held at the State War Memorial on North Terrace. 
 
Ten CFS cadets from the Adelaide Hills and Fleurieu Peninsula and twelve SES cadets from Enfield 
and Kapunda units joined members of various other youth volunteer organisations to participate in 
the vigil.  This activity was coordinated by VSB who arranged travel, special uniforms, catering and 
accommodation for the cadets.   
 
CFS Youth Advisory Council (YAC) 
The YAC was formed in November 2010.  YAC consists of ten people, six of those representing CFS 
regions, one representing the volunteer association and one acting as a mentor for YAC.  The CFS 
Deputy Chief Officer and VSB Youth Development Officer (Executive Officer) attend the committee.  
CFS is helping to build the skills of these young people to enable them to become leaders of 
tomorrow.  
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The YAC: 
 

• Provides a youth perspective on issues; 

• Is actively involved and plays an important role in leadership and decision-making (including 
membership of Chief Officers Advisory Council (COAC)); and 

• Raises issues that have been identified as important to young people in the CFS. 
 
During 2015-16, YAC members participated in a number of different events and activities, which 
included presenting at the AFAC conference held in Adelaide.  They were also involved in running the 
‘YAC Frontline Leadership Event’ (in conjunction with the CFS Foundation) and attended Expedition 
Compass which provided members with team building and project planning opportunities. 
 
Recruitment and Retention of Emergency Service Volunteers 
In August 2015, an Employer Engagement Breakfast was held at The Playford, Adelaide as part of an 
initiative to raise the profile of emergency service volunteers and encourage support to employees 
who choose to volunteer with the CFS and SES.  The event was attended by representatives from 
businesses and organisations that have a presence in regional South Australia, including those from 
the agricultural, mining, retail and banking sectors.  This was an opportunity for them to provide 
valuable input into the future direction of supporting employers of emergency service volunteers. 
 
A number of new recruitment television commercials were launched within the reporting period.  
The commercials were broadcast in regional locations and focussed on targeting those in South 
Australian communities who may not have already considered joining the emergency services.  The 
commercials are designed to target people from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds, 
youth, women and highlight the non-operational roles available in the CFS and SES.  Funding for the 
commercials and the Employer Engagement Breakfast was made possible following a successful 
grant submission to the NDRP. 
 
As part of providing development opportunities for current volunteers, VSB coordinated the 
participation of two teams from the CFS in the 2015 Australian Fire Cadet Championships.  The 
teams were made up of CFS cadets from across all six regions who travelled to Lake Macquarie in 
NSW for the four day event.  The young people selected to attend were given a unique opportunity 
to meet their peers from interstate and learn valuable new skills.  
 
This period also saw the ESS reaffirm its commitment to the safe and efficient management of young 
volunteers, through the implementation of a 16-17 Year Old Firefighter Policy and Guideline.  The 
purpose of these documents is to provide guidance to CFS staff, volunteers and parents/guardians 
regarding the management and supervision of 16-17 year old firefighters. 
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CFS Volunteer Numbers 
 
 
Region 

Firefighters Operational Support Cadets Total 
June-15 June-16 Net 

Change 
% 

Change 
June-15 June-16 Net 

Change 
% 

Change 
June-15 June-16 Net 

Change 
% 

Change 
June-15 June-16 Net 

Change 
% 

Change 
DEWNR 343 361 18 4.99% 160 142 -18 -12.68% 0 0 0 0.00% 503 503 0 0.00% 
S/OPS 16 21 5 23.81% 2 2 0 0.00% 0 0 0 0.00% 18 23 5 21.74% 

1 2447 2403 -44 -1.83% 697 738 41 5.56% 231 236 5 2.12% 3375 3377 2 0.06% 
2 2206 2217 11 0.50% 414 431 17 3.94% 261 234 -27 -11.54% 2881 2882 1 0.03% 
3 1175 1155 -20 -1.73% 185 191 6 3.14% 74 66 -8 -12.12% 1434 1412 -22 -1.56% 
4 1574 1575 1 0.06% 256 261 5 1.92% 167 152 -15 -9.87% 1997 1988 -9 -0.45% 
5 1713 1695 -18 -1.06% 313 288 -25 -8.68% 49 45 -4 -8.89% 2075 2028 -47 -2.32% 
6 1374 1370 -4 -0.29% 299 296 -3 -1.01% 48 49 1 2.04% 1721 1715 -6 -0.35% 

Total 10848 10797 -51 -0.47% 2326 2349 23 0.98% 830 782 -48 -6.14% 14004 13928 -76 -0.55% 
 
 
 
 
 

SES Volunteer Numbers 
 
 
Region 

General Operations Support Operations Cadets Total 
June-15 June-16 Net 

Change 
% 

Change 
June-15 June-16 Net 

Change 
% 

Change 
June-15 June-16 Net 

Change 
% 

Change 
June-15 June-16 Net 

Change 
% 

Change 
North 395 402 7 1.74% 201 213 12 5.63% 22 17 -5 -29.41% 618 632 14 2.22% 
South 678 635 -43 -6.77% 337 281 -56 -19.93% 35 39 4 10.26% 1050 955 -95 -9.95% 
Total 1073 1037 -36 -3.47% 538 494 -44 -8.91% 57 56 -1 -1.79% 1668 1587 -81 -5.10% 
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Information Communications 
Technology  
 
 
Information Communications Technology (ICT) supports and maintains information technology for 
the ESS, staff and volunteers.  Much of the work undertaken by the ICT team is in maintaining 
existing systems to keep them running efficiently and effectively with programmed maintenance, 
support and upgrades allowing staff and volunteers to work uninterrupted. 
 
The 2015-16 fire danger season was a busy time for the ICT team supporting a number of significant 
incidents including Kyeema, Pinery and Mosquito Hill.  At the same time significant effort was 
required to migrate and support ICT functions during the relocation of the CFS Region 2 office to the 
Roseworthy campus of Adelaide University. 
 
Internally within SAFECOM, a major upgrade to the financial reporting system was successfully 
completed as well as a major migration activity for all ESS agencies to move to the new Government 
email system. 
 
The annual asset replacement program also now includes a significant upgrade to Windows 10 and 
Microsoft Office 2016 as part of the continuous improvement program within ICT.  A number of 
server and storage upgrades were either planned or completed to take advantage of the latest 
technology advances.  Moving forward, the focus will be on the adoption of appropriate cloud 
technologies in line with the state government’s Cloud First policy and away from investment in 
physical on premise infrastructure. 
 
The ICT team also continues to support the following ICT projects with the sector: 
 
• MFS mobile responder; 

• SES flood information system; 

• CFS/SES volunteer Windows 10 standard operating environment development; 

• ICT functional support services mapping; 

• NBN and telecommunication carrier data bandwidth upgrade for regional sites and volunteer 
locations; 

• SES regional router replacements (Pt Pirie, Berri and Mt Gambier); 

• MFS Gartan evaluation and deployment planning; 

• SAFECOM staff onboarding to TAS and online learning; 

• MFS Angle Park facility – wireless hardware upgrade; and 

• SES floor relocation within 60 Waymouth Street. 
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Capability 
 
Assets and Procurement 
 
The Assets and Procurement section provides quality advice and services to support and contribute 
to effective management within the ESS.  This is achieved through: 
 
• Providing project management and property expertise to support and deliver the capital works 

building program; 
• Advising and undertaking the acquisition or disposal of property and leasing property for the 

sector; 
• Providing asset facilities and management services in relation to real property; 
• Providing direction, advice and preparation of procurement documents for major programs; 
• Ensuring agencies understand and comply with government assets and procurement policies and 

procedures; and 
• Managing and delivering major projects, particularly in relation to fire appliance purchases and 

builds, station buildings and procurement of services and equipment. 
• Ensuring all construction and procurement activities provide the best value and outcome for the 

money invested 

A review of staffing during 2015-16 resulted in additional resources being allocated to procurement 
activities to meet the increasing demand of these services.  
 
The section also provided support and assistance to Surf Life Saving SA (SLSSA) for its major capital 
works program replacing or upgrading SA surf lifesaving clubs. 
 
Capital 
During 2015-16, SAFECOM project managers worked with agency personnel from MFS, CFS and SES 
to deliver $20.87 million in capital projects across the sector.  This included acquiring cab chassis, 
building fire appliances and constructing and upgrading fire stations. 
 
Land and Buildings 
Land acquisitions for future stations to be constructed for the Bradbury CFS, Rockleigh CFS, Western 
Districts CFS, Montacute CFS, Piccadilly CFS, Tailem Bend CFS commenced while land tenure for Port 
Victoria CFS, Farrell Flat CFS and Gawler River CFS were completed. 
 
SAFECOM successfully managed the completion of various building projects, including a new station 
at Salisbury, staff privacy and compliance upgrade at St Marys and O’Halloran Hill fire stations, 
Breathing and Training Apparatus (BATA) upgrade and a fire hydrant ring main replacement project 
at Adelaide station.  SES capital projects include a new operations and appliance building at 
Salisbury, new bore and water drainage system at Mount Gambier, new four bay appliance shed to 
the Coromandel Valley unit together with the upgrade of a new site for Eastern Suburbs SES.  
 
Vehicles and Appliances 
A total of $16.99 million was spent on specialised vehicles and fire appliances during 2015-16.  
Vehicles included light fleet, bulk water carriers and various types of urban and rural fire appliances, 
road crash rescue appliances and hook lift vehicles.  
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Plant, Equipment, Communications and Information Technology 
A total of $7.70 million was spent on plant, equipment and communications and information 
technology during 2015-16.  Major purchases included a replacement PABX system for MFS, tactical 
radio replacement, and breathing apparatus compressors and cylinder replacement. 
 
Procurement 
SAFECOM has continued to maintain its fire appliance panel contract for the build of new fire 
appliances.  A review was undertaken of quality accredited suppliers over the last year and the 
number of accredited suppliers has increased to 40. 
 
Annual Reporting Requirements for Industry Participation Policy (IPP) 
In September 2013, the State Government made changes to the IPP.  These changes included 
reducing the threshold at which tenderers are required to submit industry participation plans.  The 
commitments made in these plans subsequently become conditions of contract for successful 
tenderers. 
 
These tenderers are required to report to the awarding agency at least annually in accordance with 
the table below to demonstrate how they have performed against the commitments made in their 
IPP plan in the areas of jobs, investment and supply chain. 
 

Contract Value South Australian IPP Plan Requirement 

$4 million ($1 million in regional areas) and 
above and less than $50 million 

Reporting annually and on completion of the 
contract.  Reporting is a contractual obligation. 

Strategic Projects and projects over $50 
million 

Reporting requirements to be negotiated between 
the agency and successful tenderer during contract 
award but to occur at least bi-annually and at end 
of contract.  Reporting is a contractual obligation. 

 
SAFECOM has one contract subject to the IPP reporting requirements, however this contract, for 
Tactical Communications, is currently in the process of being novated due to the business being sold, 
and as a consequence IPP reporting for this period is still outstanding.   
 
Environmental Impact 
As part of a continuous improvement process for construction, emergency services agencies are 
encouraged by SAFECOM project managers to consider new and emerging products with the 
potential to achieve better energy efficiency, lower environmental impacts and deliver savings. 
 
Each project is specifically engineered for the site to ensure all aspects of environmental and energy 
designs are considered during the planning phase of the project. 
 
The Emergency Services Sector Environmental Sustainability Action Plan 2015-2020 was released 
during 2015-16 and provides strategies to assist the ESS to minimise our impact on the environment.  
The Action Plan provides detailed guidance on how to implement sustainable initiatives to 
contribute to a cleaner, greener planet.  
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Finance 
 
 
The SAFECOM Finance section provides quality advice and services to support and contribute to 
effective management within the ESS.  This is achieved through: 
 
• Providing financial management, financial accounting and budget planning and monitoring 

services; 

• Managing the financial compliance program including the coordination of budget sector 
statements, budget submissions and quarterly budget reviews; 

• Providing financial advice, reviews and business management support; 

• Ensuring agencies understand and comply with government finance and policies and 
procedures; and 

• Managing the CESF. 
 
 
Consultants 
 
The sector considers all alternatives, including the use of cross-government expertise, prior to 
appointing a consultant. 
 
Consultancy costs incurred by the sector in 2015-16 were grouped into the following ranges: 
 
 
Consolidated 
 
Range Number of Consultants Total Expenditure $ 
Below $10,000 5 33,338 
$10,000 and above 3 158,788 

Total 8 $192,126 
 
 
Value below $10,000 
 
Consultant Agency Number Total $ 
- SAFECOM 0 0 
- CFS 0 0 
Aktis Performance 
Management 

SES 1 9,350 

Various MFS 4 23,988 

Total  5 $33,338 
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Value $10,000 and Above 
 

SAFECOM 
 
Consultant Purpose of Consultancy Total $ 
Ernst & Young Design of an integrated services model 74,653 

Total 1 $74,653 
 
MFS 
 
Consultant Purpose of Consultancy Total $ 
Planning Chambers Expert advice regarding the Bath Lane closure 18,279 

Total 1 $18,279 
 
CFS 
 
Consultant Purpose of Consultancy Total $ 
Noetic Infrastructure 
Solutions 

Lessons learned review of the Pinery fire 65,856 

Total 1 $65,856 
 
SES 
 
SES did not engage external consultants to perform services in the ranges of $10,000 and above 
during the 2015-16 financial year. 
 
 
Public Sector Fraud 
 
SAFECOM has a fraud and dishonesty policy and is committed to maintaining a working environment 
free of fraud and corrupt behaviour.  No incidents of fraud were reported within SAFECOM during 
the reporting period. 
 
 
Overseas Travel 
 
SAFECOM has established and maintained a process for rigorous examination of each request to 
travel overseas where the employee is on duty, whether or not travel expenses are paid for by the 
government.  Records pertaining to overseas travel such as approvals and supporting documentation 
are retained by the agency and are readily available for auditing purposes. 
 
Overseas travel undertaken by SAFECOM employees (including the SAFECOM CE) is published on 
SAFECOM’s website.  This information will be updated periodically and published when it becomes 
available, but not less than annually.  
 
The information on SAFECOM overseas travel can be found at www.safecom.sa.gov.au.  
  

http://www.safecom.sa.gov.au/
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Appendix 1 
Financial Statements 
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Appendix 2 
SAFECOM Workforce Statistics 
 
Employee Numbers, Gender and Status 
 
Employee Numbers 
 

Total Number of 
Employees 

Consolidated SAFECOM Entity 

Persons 1427 72 
FTEs 1215 70 

 
Employee Gender 
 

 Consolidated SAFECOM Entity 
% Persons % FTEs % Persons % FTEs 

Male 87.04% 86.83% 38.89% 40.00% 
Female 12.96% 13.25% 61.11% 60.00% 

 
Employee Turnover 
 

Number of Persons During the 2014-15 
Financial Year 

Consolidated SAFECOM Entity 

Separated from the agency 104 13 
Recruited to the agency 129 12 

 
Employee Leave without Pay 
 

Number of Persons at 30 June 2015 Consolidated SAFECOM Entity 
On leave without pay 13 1 

 
Executives 
 
Executives by Gender, Classification and Status 
 

Consolidated 
 
 
Classification 

 
Ongoing 

 
Term Tenured 

Term 
Untenured 

 
Other (Casual) 

 
Total 

Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male % Female % 
EXEC0A 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 2 22.2 1 12.5 
EXEC0B 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 37.5 0 0 
EXEC0C 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 22.2 0 0 
EXEC0D 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 12.5 0 0 
TOTAL 0 0 0 0 8 1 0 0 9 94.4 1 12.5 
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SAFECOM Entity 
 
 
Classification 

 
Ongoing 

 
Term Tenured 

Term 
Untenured 

 
Other (Casual) 

 
Total 

Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male % Female % 
EXEC0D 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 100 0 0 
TOTAL 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 100 0 0 

 

 
Leave Management 
 

Average Days Leave Per Full-Time Equivalent Employee 
 
Leave Type 

Consolidated SAFECOM Entity 
2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 

Sick Leave 11.4 11.6 11.5 11.5 8.1 9.5 6.5 6.7 
Family Carer’s Leave 0.6 0.8 0.7 1.0 1.3 1.6 1.0 1.2 
Miscellaneous 
Special Leave 

 
0.6 

 
0.7 

 
0.9 

 
0.2 

 
0.5 

 
0.2 

 
0.4 

 
0.4 

TOTAL 12.6 13.1 13.1 13.1 9.9 11.3 7.9 8.3 
 
 
Workforce Diversity 
 
Number of Employees by Age Bracket by Gender 

 
 

Age 
Bracket 

Consolidated SAFECOM Entity  
 
 

Male 

 
 

Female 

 
 

Total 

 
% of 
Total 

 
 

Male 

 
 

Female 

 
 

Total 

 
% of 
Total 

 2014 
Workforce 

Benchmark * 
15-19 2 0 2 0.14% 0 0 0 0% 6.4% 
20-24 23 2 25 1.75% 0 0 0 0% 10.4% 
25-29 56 7 63 4.41% 0 3 3 4.17% 11.0% 
30-34 111 27 138 9.67% 4 6 10 13.89% 10.1% 
35-39 137 22 159 11.14% 1 6 7 9.72% 10.3% 
40-44 195 24 219 15.35% 5 6 11 15.28% 11.0% 
45-49 179 33 212 14.85% 3 9 12 16.66% 11.5% 
50-54 189 27 216 15.14% 2 8 10 13.89% 11.4% 
55-59 220 22 242 16.96% 5 4 9 12.50% 9.4% 
60-64 101 16 117 8.20% 6 2 8 11.11% 5.5% 
65+ 29 5 34 2.38% 2 0 2 2.78% 3.0% 

TOTAL 1242 185 1427 100.00% 28 44 72 100.00% 100.0% 
* Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics Demographic Statistics, 6291.0.55.001 Labour Force Statistics (ST LM8) by sex, 
age, state, marital status - employed - total from Feb 78 Supertable, South Australia at May 2011. 
 
Total Number of Employees with Disabilities 
 

Consolidated SAFECOM Entity 
 

Male 
 

Female 
 

Total 
 

% of Agency 
 

Male 
 

Female 
 

Total 
 

% of Agency 
5 9 14 0.98% 0 2 2 2.80% 
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Types of Disability (Where Specified) 
 

 
 
Disability 

Consolidated SAFECOM Entity 
 

Male 
 

Female 
 

Total 
% of 

Agency 
 

Male 
 

Female 
 

Total 
% of 

Agency 
Disability requiring workplace 
adaptation 

5 9 14 0.98% 0 2 2 2.8% 

Physical 3 5 8 0.56% 0 2 2 2.8% 
Intellectual 0 0 0 0.00% 0 0 0 0.0% 
Sensory 2 4 6 0.42% 0 0 0 0.0% 
Psychological/Psychiatric 0 0 0 0.00% 0 0 0 0.0% 

 
 
Performance Management 
 
Documented Review of Individual Performance Management 
 

 Consolidated SAFECOM 
Entity 

A review within the past 6 months 0.00% 0.00% 
A review older than 6 months 5.93% 13.9% 
No review 94.07% 86.10% 
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Appendix 3 
Board Attendance 
 
 
 

Board Attendance  

Board Meeting Jul-15 Aug-15 Sep-15 Oct-15 Nov-15 Dec-15 Jan-16 Feb-16 Mar-16 Apr-16 May-16 Jun-16 

Malcolm Jackman    

N
O

 B
O

AR
D 

M
EE

TI
N

G
 

 

N
O

 B
O

AR
D 

M
EE

TI
N

G
 

N
O

 B
O

AR
D 

M
EE

TI
N

G
 

     

Greg Crossman          

Greg Nettleton   Apology Apology      

Chris Beattie         Apology 

Virginia Hickey  Apology Apology  Apology     

Helen Chalmers         Apology 

Roger Flavell          

Max Adlam Apology         

Susan Caracoussis          
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Appendix 4 
Freedom of Information 
Statement 
 
The purpose of the Freedom of Information Act 1991 (FOI Act) is to promote openness and 
accountability within the South Australian Government and facilitate public participation in 
government decision making. 
 
This statement is published in accordance with subsection 9(2) of the Freedom of Information Act 
1991 (FOI Act).  Subject to certain restrictions, the FOI Act gives members of the public a legally 
enforceable right to access information held by the South Australian Government. 
 
A comprehensive introduction to freedom of information can be found on the State Records website 
at www.archives.sa.gov.au.  
 
 
Structures and functions of SAFECOM 
 
The structures and functions of SAFECOM are located at the front of this annual report. 
 
 
Documents held by SAFECOM 
 
Documents held by SAFECOM fall broadly into the categories described below.  While most are 
available in hard copy, it should be noted that some are only available electronically.  The listing of 
these categories does not necessarily mean all documents are accessible in full or in part under the 
FOI Act. 
 
The categories include: 

• Corporate files containing correspondence, memoranda and minutes on all aspects of 
SAFECOM’s operations; 

• Policies, procedures and guidelines prescribing the way various activities and programs are to be 
performed; 

• Personnel files relating to SAFECOM’s employees; 

• Accounting and financial reports relating to the running of SAFECOM; 

• Annual reports, strategic plans and policy reports; 

• Minutes of meetings and terms of reference; 

• Documents relating to functions of SAFECOM’s divisions; 

http://www.archives.sa.gov.au/
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• Information relating to graduate recruitment, indigenous employment strategic and the notice of 
vacancies; and 

• Information relating to ‘work life balance’. 
 
 
Freedom of Information (FOI) Applications 
 
The FOI Act gives members of the public a legally enforceable right of access (subject to certain 
restrictions) to documents within the possession of South Australian Government agencies, Local 
Government authorities and South Australian Universities.  The purpose of the FOI Act is to make the 
business of government open and accountable to the public.  The department fully supports the 
objectives and spirit of the FOI Act and is active in its endeavours to continually improve records 
management practices. 
 
 
Making an Application 
 
In accordance with the FOI Act, applications for access to documents held by an agency must: 
 
• Be made in writing: you may choose to write a letter or use the application form; 

• Specify that the application is made under the FOI Act; 

• Application must be accompanied by a $33.50 application fee (exemptions apply for Members of 
Parliament and pensioners or health card holders); 

• Specify an address in Australia to which the information can be sent; 

• Clearly identify the documents being sought or the matter to which they pertain; 

• Specify whether the documents contain information of a personal nature; and 

• Specify the desired type of access to the document, such as inspection of the document at an 
arranged location or having a copy made. 

 
 
Application to Review a Determination 
 
If you are refused access to all or part of a document that you requested access to, you will be 
informed of the reasons why and advised of your rights to seek a review or appeal. 
 
For further information and the application for review of a freedom of information determination 
(decision), please contact: 
 
 
Contact details for Ombudsman SA 
 
Phone  8226 8699 
Toll Free: 1800 182 150 (within SA) 
Email:  ombudsman@ombudsman.sa.gov.au 

mailto:ombudsman@ombudsman.sa.gov.au
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Contact details for the District Court 
 
Phone:  8204 0289 
Email:  district.civil@courts.sa.gov.au 
 
As one of the administrative and support services provided to the emergency services agencies, the 
SAFECOM Accredited FOI Officer administers the provisions of the FOI Act, and in addition to 
applications made directly to SAFECOM, processes applications on behalf of MFS and SES. 
 
To lodge an application, please complete the appropriate form available on the State Records 
website at:  http://www.archives.sa.gov.au/content/foi-forms and forward it to the address shown 
below, along with the application fee if payable. 
 
 
Address for Applications 
 
Freedom of Information Officer 
SA Fire and Emergency Services Commission 
GPO Box 2706 
ADELAIDE   SA   5001 
 
Telephone: (08) 8463 4338 
Facsimile: (08) 8463 5054  

http://www.archives.sa.gov.au/content/foi-forms
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Appendix 5 
Abbreviations 
 
 
AFAC Australasian Fire and Emergency Service Authorities Council 
AFSM Australian Fire Services Medal 
ANZAC Australian and New Zealand Army Corps 
ANZEMC Australia-New Zealand Emergency Management Committee 
ARC Audit and Risk Committee 
AWSS16-20 Australian Water Safety Strategy 2016-2020 
BCP Business Continuity Planning 
BNHCRC Bushfire and Natural Hazards Cooperative Research Centre 
CEIWS Community Emergency Information Warning Systems 
CESF Community Emergency Services Fund 
CFS  Country Fire Service 
CFSVA Country Fire Service Volunteer Association 
COAC Chief Officers Advisory Council 
COAG Council of Australian Governments 
COMCEN MFS Communications Centre 
DEWNR Department of Environment, Water and Natural Resources 
DTF Department of Treasury and Finance 
EAP Employee Assistance Program 
EM Emergency Management Office 
EMC Emergency Management Council 
EMV Emergency Management Victoria 
ESL Emergency Services Levy 
ESOs Emergency Service Organisations 
ESS Emergency Services Sector 
ESS Executive Emergency Services Sector Executive 
ESS Leadership Emergency Services Sector Leadership 
FCI Fire Cause Investigation 
FOI Freedom of Information 
GRN Government Radio Network 
HR SAFECOM Human Resources 
ICT Information Communications Technology 
IPP Industry Participation Policy 
JFLIP Juvenile Firelighters Intervention Program 
LCCSC Law, Crime and Community Safety Council 
LFS Logistics Functional Service 
MFS Metropolitan Fire Service 
NDRP Natural Disaster Resilience Program 
NPA National Partnership Agreement 
NSDR National Strategy for Disaster Resilience 
PFA Psychological First Aid 
PIAW Public Information and Warnings 
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PMO Project Management Office 
PPRR Prevention, Preparedness, Response and Recovery 
PSA Public Service Association 
RAP Road Awareness Program 
RCCF Regional Capability Community Fund 
SAFECOM South Australian Fire and Emergency Services Commission 
SAFECOM CE SAFECOM Chief Executive 
SAPOL SA Police 
SAWSC South Australian Water Safety Committee 
SAWSP16-20 State Water Safety Plan 2016-2020 
SBC Sustainable Budget Commission 
SEICCC State Emergency Information Call Centre Capability 
SEMC State Emergency Management Committee 
SEMP State Emergency Management Plan 
SES State Emergency Service 
SLSSA Surf Life Saving South Australia 
SMAG State Mitigation Advisory Group 
SP2025 South Australian Fire and Emergency Services Strategic Plan 2015-2025 
SPIWAG State Public Information and Warnings Advisory Group 
SRAG State Response Advisory Group 
SRC State Recovery Committee 
SRO State Recovery Office 
SSSA Shared Services SA 
UFU United Firefighters Union 
VMR Volunteer Marine Rescue 
VSB Volunteer Services Branch 
WHS&IM Work Health Safety and Injury Management 
YAC Youth Advisory Council 
ZEMC Zone Emergency Management Committee 
ZEMP Zone Emergency Management Plans 
ZERM Zone Emergency Risk Management 
 



 
 

  



 
 

 


	 Considered the sector’s risk rating methodology with reference to the relevant international standards;
	 Endorsed terms of reference for the Sector Risk Forum to the SAFECOM Board;
	 Continued to monitor and analyse key risks for the sector;
	 Continued to monitor the sector financial management compliance program and associated action plans;
	 Endorsed the sector-wide corruption, misconduct and maladministration policy, procedure and control plan to the SAFECOM Board; and
	 Examined the draft and final 2014-15 financial statements of SAFECOM and the ESS.

